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We prove that a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on a Hilbert 
space is weakly P-stable for some PE Cl, co) if and only if the semigroup is 
exponentially stable. As an application, we prove that the Cauchy problems 
associated with the semigroup are well posed on the infinite time interval (- co, 0) 
if and only if the semigroup is exponentially stable. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Hilbert space, let T = (T,),,, be a C,, semigroup of linear 
operators on X and let p E [ 1, co). The semigroup is weakly L*-stable, if for 
every x, YEX 
5 m ~(u,x,y)~*dt<ca 0 (1.1) 
The semigroup % is exponentially stable if there exist numbers o < 0 and 
M, 2 1 such that for any t 2 0 
lIT,II <Maea’. (1.2) 
It is clear that exponential stability implies weak L*-stability for any p in 
[l, co). Pritchard and Zabczyk in [9, p. 371 have asked whether the 
converse statement holds, i.e., whether weak L*-stability for some p in 
[l, co) implies exponential stability of the semigroup (they did not use 
the term weak L*-stability). In this article we solve the problem in the 
affirmative. Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. A semigroup on u Hilbert space is weakly L*-stable for 
some p in [ 1, co), if and only if it is exponentially stable. 
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In particular, we see that weak LP-stability for some p in [ 1, co) implies 
weak LP-stability for all p in [ 1, co). For p = cc the situaton is different. 
The natural definition of weak L”-stability of T is that for every x, y E X 
sup I(U,X,Y)l <co. 
f>O 
(1.3) 
The equivalence of weak LP-stability and exponential stability no longer 
holds for p = co. Indeed, by the uniform boundedness principle, weak 
La-stability is equivalent to the uniform boundedness of T, which does not 
imply exponential stability. 
Let 1 <p < co. A semigroup T is strongly LP-stable if for every x E X 
s O” I/T,xIIPdt<co. 0 
Theorem 1.1 is a strengthening of the following result: A semigroup is 
strongly LP-stable, if and only if it is exponentially stable. This has been 
proved by Datko [2] for p = 2 and by Pazy [7] for all p in [l, co). We 
shall use this result in the proof of theorem 1.1. 
An interesting application of our results on weak LP-stability concerns 
the infinite-time Cauchy problem, which we abbreviate by the letters ITCP. 
The ITCP is stated as follows. 
ITCP. Let A be the generator of the semigroup U, acting on the Hilbert 
space X. Let be X and UE L:,,( - 00, 01. Find a mild solution 
z: ( - 00, 0] + X to the differential equation 
-$z(r)=Az(r)+bu(t), (1.4) 
which satisfies the initial condition lim, _ _ o. z(t) = 0. 
Recall that a mild solution of (1.4) is an X-valued function z, which on 
any interval [r, t] c ( - co, 0] satisfies 
z(t) = u,-,z(T) + j’ U,-oh(o) da. 
r 
(1.5) 
Clearly the ITCP does not always have a solution and if it has, it might be 
not unique. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 1 < q < co. The ITCP is q-well-posed for U, if for 
any b E X and any u E L4( - co, 0] the ITCP has a unique solution. 
We prove the following. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let T be a semigroup on a Hilbert space. Zf 1 <q < co, 
then the ITCP is q-well-posed for T, if and only if T is exponentially stable. 
Zf q = 1, then the ITCP is q-well-posed for T, if and only if U is uniformly 
bounded. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show that if T is 
weakly LP-stable then for any b E X and any u E L4[0, oo), the expression 
U,bu( t), as a function of t, is improperly integrable on [0, co). Here q is the 
conjugate exponent of p. 
In Section 3 we prove, using the result of Section 2, that if U is weakly 
LP-stable then the spectral bound of the generator A (the supremum of the 
real part of a(A)) is negative. Moreover, the resolvent (sl-A)-’ is 
bounded on vertical lines in the complex plane which have real part greater 
than a certain negative constant. 
In Section 4 we prove that a semigroup whose resolvent is in H” (i.e., 
1) (sl- A)-’ II is bounded on the right open half-plane Re s > 0), is exponen- 
tially stable. This, together with the result of Section 3 yields the main 
result of the paper, stated in Theorem 1.1. Actually our result in Section 4 
is more precise, giving an estimate of the type (the growth rate) of the 
semigroup (see Theorem 4.3). 
In Section 5 we deal with the ITCP. We show that the ITCP is q-well- 
posed for U iff U is weakly LP-stable, where l/p + l/q = 1. By Theorem 1.1, 
this is equivalent to Theorem 1.3. 
In Section 6 we discuss possible extensions of our results to Banach 
spaces. It should be stressed from now that the proof of Theorem 1.1 which 
we give here breaks down in several places, if the underlying Hilbert space 
is replaced by a Banach space. The same applies to Theorem 1.3. The 
Banach space version of the problem of Pritchard and Zabczyk remains 
open. 
Remark. The particular case p = 1 of Theorem 1.1 has been proved 
already by Huang Falun in [S]. This was kindly pointed out to me by 
Professor Jack Hale. The discrete-time version of the problem of Pritchard 
and Zabczyk has been formulated by Przyluski in [ 111, who solved it for 
p = 1 and weakly sequentially complete spaces. The solution for all 
PE [ 1, co) and any Banach spaces has been given in Weiss [16]. 
2. EXISTENCE OF AN IMPROPER INTEGRAL 
Our first proposition is very simple. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a Hilbert space, T a semigroup on X and 
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1 <p < co. If T is weakly LP-stable, then there exists a constant M > 0 such 
that for any x, y E X 
ll(~,X,Y)ll LP[O, 00) 6 M. II x II II Y II. (2.1) 
ProoJ: Let us define for each T> 0 the sesquilinear operator 
17,: XxX+ Lp[O, 00) by 
for tE [0, T], 
for t > T. 
Clearly LJT is bounded, i.e., for each T > 0 there is some mT > 0 such that 
Weak LP-stability of lJ implies that for each fixed pair (x, y), the set 
{Il~Ax,~)ll I Tao) is b ounded. Hence, by applying the uniform bounded- 
ness principle first with respect to x, maintaining y fixed, and then with 
respect to y, when x varies on the unit ball of X, we get (2.1). 1 
The main result of this section is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X, U, p, and A4 be as in Proposition 2.1. Let b E X 
and let q be the conjugate of p, i.e., l/p + l/q = 1. 
Then for any u E Lq[O, co ), the limit 
T  
Yu= lim s 
U, bu(t) dt 
T-m 0 
exists (with respect to the norm-topology) and 
II ‘h II G ~4 * II b II * II u II . 
ProoJ: We have for any T 3 0 
= sup 
I T<JLb+4W~ 
IlYllC1 0 
< SUP (1(~,b,Y)llLqo,Tf lIUIIL~CO.Tl~ 
II Y  II G 1 
whence, by Proposition 2.1, 
‘U,bu(t)dt <M-llbll.Ilull. 
I/ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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Let us define for any n E N 
x,= 
I 
n T,bu( t) dt. 
n-1 
Claim. The (formal) series CnEN x, is weakly unconditionally 
convergent (i.e., any subseries of it is weakly convergent). 
Indeed, let y E X. Let for n E N the numbers rp, E R be such that 
(x,,y) e@“20. 
Let u E L4[0, 00 ) be defined by 
u(t) = eiV4( t), for tE[n-l,n),nolA. 
We have for any NE IV 
n$, I <x,, Y)I = f (r n=l n-1 T&‘Wt) & y) 
= T,bo(t) dt, y . 
> 
By (2.3) and the equality II u II = II u II we get 
The above estimate being true for any YE A’, we can conclude that any 
subseries of the series C,, E N x, is weakly Cauchy. Since any Hilbert space is 
weakly sequentially complete, it follows that any subseries of C,, N x, is 
weakly convergent. Thus we have proved our claim. 
Now we can apply the Orlicz-Pettis theorem (see Diestel and Uhl 
[3, p. 221) to the (formal) series CnEWI x,. We obtain that CneN x, is 
unconditionally convergent in norm. Hence, for the sequence (n) of natural 
numbers, the limit 
Yu= lim 
I 
,a U,bu(t) dt 
n-02 0 
exists. For T > 0, denoting by nT the integer part of T, it is not difficult to 
show, using estimate (2.3) for the restriction of u to [n,, T], that 
lim 
f 
= T,bu(t) dt = 0. 
T-m nj- 
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I 
T  
‘I/u= lim T,bu(t) dr 
T-m 0 
exists, with no restrictions on T. 
Estimate (2.2) for Yu follows immediately from (2.3). 1 
Remark. Another way of proving Proposition 2.2 is by noticing that the 
function t + U&(t) is Pettis integrable and using a theorem of Pettis in 
Diestel and Uhl [3, p. 533. 
3. THE SPECTRAL BOUND OF A 
Let T be a semigroup on the Hilbert space X, with infinitesimal 
generator A. It is well known that for each s E @ whose real part Re s is 
sufficiently big, sZ- A has a bounded inverse given by 
(sl- A)-’ x = 
I 
OD epS’Tlx dr. 
0 
Our first proposition in this section shows that if T is weakly LP-stable, 
then the above formula remains valid, in a certain sense, for each s in the 
right open half-plane. p(A) will denote the resolvent set of A. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let U be a weakly LP-stable semigroup on the Hilbert 
space X, l<p<co. Let SEC with Re s>O. Then 
(i) s E p(A), A the generator of T, 
(ii) for any xfzX 
(sl-A)-‘x= lim eeS’ U, x dt. (3.1) 
Proof: Let us denote, for each x E X 
s 
T  
R,x= lim e-“Ur x dt. 
T-co 0 
According to Proposition 2.2, R, is well defined and is a bounded linear 
operator on X. We claim that R, = (sl- A)-‘. To show that, we have to 
prove that 
R,(sZ- A) x =x, vx E D(A), (3.2) 
(sl-A) R,x=x, VXE X. (3.3) 
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Let us first prove (3.2). We start from the identity 
s T  e-S’u,(sz-A)xdt=(z-e-“TuT)X, 0 
valid for XED(A). For T-co, the left-hand side tends to R,(sZ- A) x. 
Hence the right-hand side is convergent, too. Let us denote 
rj = lim PTUTx. 
T+CC 
We have 
where&(T)-,OforT~oo.Since(U,x,?)ELP[O,co)(asafunctionofT), 
we must have q = 0. It follows that (3.2) holds. 
Now let us prove (3.3). We start from the identity 
valid for x E D(A). For T + co, the right-hand side tends to x, by (3.2). 
sZ- A being a closed operator, it follows that 
(sl-A) R,x=x, ‘ix E D(A). 
Using once again the closedness of sZ- A, (3.3) follows. We conclude that 
R,= (sl- A)-‘. 1 
Now we give an estimate of 11 (sl- A)-’ (1 for s in the right open half- 
plane. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let U be a weakly LP-stable semigroup on the Hilbert 
space X, where 1 <p < co. Let A4 > 0 be a constant for which estimate (2.1) 
hol& Let q be such that l/p + l/q = 1. Let A be the generator of U. Let s E C 
with Re s > 0. Then 
for P=-1, 
(3.4) 
for p=l. 
Proof According to the previous proposition, (sl- A)-’ has represen- 
tation (3.1). Hence we can apply estimate (2.2), getting 
IIW-A)-‘11 GM* II~-“‘IILqI-o.m,, 
which is the same as (3.4). 1 
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Remark. In the proof of Proposition 3.1, instead of using Proposi- 
tion 2.2 we could have used a proposition of G. Greiner et al., which 
appears in [4, p. 2461. If we take that approach, then in the proof of 
Proposition 3.2 we have to use estimate (2.3) instead of (2.2). 
We shall need the following well-known fact about resolvents (see, e.g., 
Butzer and Berens [ 1, p. 311). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a Hilbert space and A: D(A) + X a closed 
linear operator with nonvoid resolvent p(A). Let s,~p(A) and put 
% = I((s,Z- A)-’ 11. Then 
where d(s,, o(A)) denotes the distance from sO to the spectrum o(A). Further, 
for SEC such that Is-sOI <l/‘%, 
II(sZ-A)-‘11 < ’ 
1- Is-s,I.S2’ 
The main result of this section is the following theorem, which tells us 
that the spectral bound of the generator of a weakly LP-stable semigroup is 
negative. It also gives us an estimate of II(sZ- A)-‘/) for s lying in a 
vertical strip which extends into the left half-plane. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let T, X, p, q, M, and A be as in Proposition 3.2, but with 
pc co. Let us denote 
1 
6=-. 
pMP 
Then we have the following. 
(i) The spectral bound of A is negative, more precisely 
sup Re o(A)< -6. 
(ii) For s E C lying in the strip 
(3.7) 
-6<Res< --a+&, (3.8) 
(3.9) 
we have 
IIW-A)-‘11 <A. 
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Proof. Let us first consider the case p > 1. Let s0 E C be on the vertical 
line 1 defined by Re s,, = -6 + l/M’ = l/qMP. Then, by Proposition 3.1, 
(sZ- A)-’ exists and, by Proposition 3.2, it satisfies 
II(Soz-A)-’ 11 GAP. (3.10) 
By (3.5), it follows that d(sO, a(A)) > l/MP. This being true for any s0 on 
the vertical line 1, it follows that the distance from the spectrum o(A) to the 
line I is at least l/MP. Since a(A) is to the left of I, (3.7) follows. 
Let s be in the strip defined by (3.8). Let s0 be the closest element on the 
vertical line 1, i.e., 
1 
So--S= --Res. 
4MP 
Applying estimates (3.6) and (3.10) we get (3.9). 
Now we turn to the case p = 1. Let s0 E C be in the right open half-plane, 
i.e., Re s0 > 0. As before, (s,Z- A)- ’ exists and satisfies 
II(soz-~)-lII GM. (3.11) 
By (3.5), it follows that the distance from the spectrum o(A) to the right 
open half-plane is at least l/M. Hence (3.7) holds in this case too. In 
particular, (s,Z- A)-’ is well defined for s0 on the imaginary axis. By 
continuity, (3.11) holds also on the imaginary axis. Let s be in the strip 
defined by (3.8), i.e., - l/M < Re s < 0. Let s,, be the closest element on the 
imaginary axis, i.e., 
so-s= -Res. 
Applying estimates (3.6) and (3.11) we get (3.9). 1 
Remark. In the preceding proof, the choice of the vertical line 1 is the 
best possible, in the sense that any other line would yield weaker estimates 
instead of (3.7) and (3.9). 
4. SEMIGROUPS WITH ZP-RESOLWNT 
We shall need the following lemma, which is in fact a theorem of Paley 
and Wiener rewritten for Hilbert space-valued functions. For J a real 
interval and X a Hilbert space, L*(.Z, X) will denote the Hilbert space of 
strongly measurable functions h : .Z+ X for which t + 11 h(t)/1 is in L*(J). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a Hilbert space and G an analytic X-valued 
function defined on the right open half-plane {SE @ I Re s > O}. Zf the 
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restriction of G to any vertical line in the right open half-plane is in 
L2(( - 03, a), X) and the L2-norm of the restrictions is bounded, i.e., 
s 
a+icc 
SUP II W)ll 2 ds < ~0, 
cr>o a-ica 
then G is the Laplace-transform of a function g E L*( [0, co), X), i.e., 
G(s) = lo’ e-“’ g(t) dt. 
Sketch of the Proof: The range of G is separable, hence contained in a 
subspace X0 with a countable orthonormal basis { bk 1 k E N }. Let Gk, 
k E N, be the coordinates of G in this basis, i.e., G,&) = (G(s), bk), then 
according to the classical Paley-Wiener theorem, each Gk is the Laplace- 
transform of a function g, E L*[O, co). The series Cne N g,b, is convergent 
in L*( [O, oo), X,,), because its terms are orthogonal and the norms of its 
terms are square summable. The sum g of the series has G as its Laplace- 
transform. 1 
If 2 is an analytic function with values in some Banach space, then we 
say that 2 is in H” if its domain contains the right open half-plane and if 
Z is bounded on that half-plane. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a Hilbert space and U a semigroup on X, with 
infinitesimal generator A. 
Zf the resolvent (sl- A)-’ is in H”, then T is exponentially stable. 
Proof: Let x E X be for a while fixed. Let f: [0, co) + X be defined by 
f(t)= yy 
IT 
for ts [0, 11, 
for t> 1. 
Let F be the Laplace-transform off, i.e., 
F(s)=/: e-“‘f(t)dt. 
Clearly F is an entire function. Moreover, the L2-norm of F on the vertical 
lines with Re s = a > 0 is uniformly bounded: 
s a+& SUP 11 F(s)ll* ds< co. (4.1) =>o a-ice 
That follows from the Plancherel theorem applied to the function 
t+e-“‘f(t). 
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Let g : [0, co ) + X be defined by 
If o > 0 and M, > 1 are such that 
then there is some K>O such that 
Hence the Laplace-transform of g, denoted Go, is well defined for Re s > o. 
Moreover, an easy computation gives (for s as above) 
G,(s) = (sZ-A)-’ F(s). 
Since F is entire and (sl- A)- ’ is well defined for Re s > 0, it follows 
that Go has an analytic continuation to a function G defined on the right 
open half-plane. Moreover, inequality (4.1) and the fact that @Z-A)-’ is 
in H” imply that G satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4.1. Hence G is the 
Laplace-transform of a function in L’([O, co), X). By unicity of the 
Laplace-transform, this function cannot be but g. So we have obtained that 
g E L2( co, al 1, n 
An easy computation (starting from the definition off) gives 
{ 
tT*x, 
g(t)= T x 
for tE [0, 11, 
t 9 for t> 1. 
This shows that T,x E L2( [0, co), X). This being true for any x E X, we 
have got that T is strongly L2-stable. By the result of Datko mentioned in 
the introduction (see also Pazy [S, p. 116]), T is exponentially stable. i 
Remark. Using estimate (3.6), the previous theorem can be obtained 
also as a corollary of a result characterising the type cc0 of a semigroup on 
a Hilbert space in terms of its resolvent, see Priiss [lo, p. 8521 or 
Nagel [6, p. 961 and the references therein. We have given a direct proof 
for the sake of completeness and because our proof seems to be new and 
simple. 
A weaker version of Theorem 4.2 appears in Huang Falun [S, p. 511. 
Theorem 4.2 is related to a result of M. Slemrod [ 131, in that it implies a 
strengthening of a particlar case of it. It is possible to further strengthen 
and generalize Theorem 4.2, see Weiss [ 153. 
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Now we restate Theorem 1.1 in an extended form, giving a bound on the 
type of the semigroup. Recall that the type of a semigroup U is 
o 
0 
= inf 1% II T, II 
r>o t . 
It is well known (see, e.g., Butzer and Berens [l]) that ORE [-co, co) and 
that w. is the infimum of those real numbers o for which a constant 
M, 2 1 can be found such that 
II u, II < M,P’. 
In particular, exponential stability of T is equivalent to o. < 0. 
(4.2) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be a weakly LP-stable semigroup on the Hilbert 
space X, where 1 < p < co. Let the constant M > 0 be given by 
MP=SUpja I(U,x,y)lPdt, 
0 
where the supremum is taken for x and y varying over the unit ball of X. 
Then wo, the type of the semigroup, satisfies 
1 
%<--. pMP’ 
Proof: The constant M, as defined in the theorem, is the smallest one 
for which estimate (2.1) holds. Let us denote (as in Theorem 3.4) 
&L. 
pMP 
Let o be a real number with - 6 < o < 0. According to the characterisation 
of the type mentioned before the theorem, all we have to show is that there 
exists an M, 2 1 such that (4.2) holds. 
Let A denote the generator of U. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that any 
SE @ with Re s 2 o is in the resolvent set p(A) and for 
o < Re s < -6 + l/Mp there is a uniform bound on the resolvent 
(sl-A)-‘, namely Il(sZ-A)-’ 11 < l/(o + 6) (we have taken the biggest 
possible value of the right-hand side in (3.9)). For Re s > -6 + l/MP 
estimate (3.4) provides another uniform bound on the resolvent, namely 
Il(sZ-A)-1(l~MP.SinceMP=l/p6~1/6<l/(o+6),weget 
Ilw-~)-‘Il e-& for Res>w. 
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Consider the semigroup 
t, = epO’Ur, 
whose generator is 2 = A -OZ. Estimate (4.3) can be rewritten in the form 
IW-WII e-&j, for ResaO, 
so (sl-A”)-’ is in H”. According to Theorem 4.2, f is exponentially 
stable, in particular uniformly bounded by some constant M, 2 1. Going 
back to T, we get estimate (4.2). 1 
5. WELL-P• SEDNESS OF THE ITCP 
First we discuss uniqueness of solutions. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X, U, A, b, and u be as in the statement of the 
ZTCP (see Sect. 1). Zf U is uniformly bounded then the ZTCP has at most one 
solution. 
Proof Suppose z, and zz are two solutions of the ITCP, i.e., mild 
solutions of (1.4) on (-co, 01, which tend to 0 for t + -co. Then the 
function z = zi - z2 satisfies for any r, t E ( - co, 0] with r < t 
z(t) =UrprZ(T) (5.1) 
and 
lim Z(T) = 0. (5.2) 7-r -co 
Let M,, > 1 be such that 11 U, 11 < M,, for all t > 0. Then (5.1) implies 
II z( t)ll < M,, II z(z)11 whence, by (5.2), z(t) = 0 for all t < 0. m 
The uniform boundedness of U is not a necessary condition for the 
uniqueness of solutions of the ITCP. For example, consider U to be the 
right shift semigroup on L2[0, co), multiplied by e’ (so U is exponentially 
increasing). Still, the only solution of (5.1) (even without imposing (5.2)) is 
z(t)=0 for all t<O. 
Now we turn to existence of solutions. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let U be a weakly LP-stable semigroup on the Hilbert 
space X, where 1 <p < 00. Let q be such that l/p + l/q= 1. Let bE X and 
uELq(-co,O]. 
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Then the ITCP has a solution z for T, h, and u, given by 
z(t)= lim 
s 
In- , ,, bu( a) da. 
T--cc T (5.3) 
Proof: Formula (5.3) makes sense (i.e., the limit exists) according to 
Proposition 2.2 (we make in (5.3) the change of variable t, = t - 0). By an 
easy computation we can check that z given by (5.3) satisfies (1.5). It 
remains to verify that z satisfies the initial condition at -co. Let M be as 
in (2.1). According to (2.2) we get the estimate 
II z(t)ll 6 M. II b II II u II Lq - 00, r]. 
The factor II u I/ Lqc - m, (I tends to 0 as t+ -co, so we get 
lim t4-oa4t)=o. I 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let T be a semigroup on the Hilbert space X and 
p, qE [l, co], l/p + l/q = 1. Zf the ZTCP is q-well-posed for T, then T is 
weakly LP-stable. 
Proof We assume that the ITCP is q-well-posed for U. Let .?J be the 
Banach space of all continuous and bounded functions z: ( - co, 0] + X, 
with the norm 
II z lliy = sup II 4t)ll 
ICO 
Let b E X be fixed. For any u E L4( - co, 01, the ITCP has a unique 
solution z,E~. Let us denote by H the operator which associates z, to U, 
so H: Lq( - co, 0] + 9?. It is easy to check that H is linear. Further, by 
looking at (1.5), it is easy to see that H is closed. By the closed graph 
theorem, H is continuous. Since the map z -+ z(O), which associates to z E @ 
its value in 0, is also continuous, it follows that there is a constant K>O 
with 
II(H GK. Ilull, vu E Lq( - c0,0]. (5.4) 
Let v E L4( - co, 0] have finite support CT, 01. Then it is easy to check that 
Hu is given by (5.3), but now there is no need to put lim before the 
integral. In particular 
(Hv)(O) = s’: T-,bv(a) do. 
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Taking in the above formula the scalar product of both sides with an 
element y E X we obtain, using (5.4), 
This being true for any UE L4( - co, 0] with support on [r, 01, we 
conclude 
II(LJ%.Y)ll .LP[ r, O] G K. II Y II * 
The estimate being independent of T<O, we get that (U -,b, y), as a 
function of cr, is in LP( - co, 01. By the change of variable t = -CJ we get 
II(T,b,y)ll~PCo,oo)<~. 
This being true for any b and y in X, U is weakly LP-stable. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume first that 1 <q< co. Let pc [ 1, ~0) be 
such that l/p + l/q = 1. If the ITCP is q-well-posed for 8, then U is weakly 
LP-stable, according to Proposition 5.3. According to Theorem 1.1 (or 4.3), 
U is exponentially stable. Conversely, if U is exponentially stable then the 
ITCP is q-well-posed for U, according to Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. 
Now assume that q = 1. If the ITCP is q-well-posed for U, then by 
Proposition 5.3 T is weakly L”-stable. As mentioned in the introduction, 
that implies that U is uniformly bounded. The converse follows exactly as 
forq>l. 1 
6. THE BANACH SPACE CASE 
Although the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 are no longer valid for 
semigroups acting on Banach spaces, many of the intermediate results 
leading to them can be generalized either to arbitrary Banach spaces or to 
certain classes of Banach spaces. We make that more precise. 
Let X be a Banach space, let U be a semigroup on X, and let 1 <p < 00. 
U is weakly LP-stable if for every x E X and every y E X* (X* is the dual 
of X) 
Proposition 2.1 remains true on any Banach space. The proof of 
Proposition 2.2, as it stands in Section 2, remains valid for weakly sequen- 
tially complete spaces, in particular reflexive spaces. More generally, 
Proposition 2.2 remains valid if X is a Banach space which contains no 
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copy of cO. That can be showed by using in its proof, instead of the 
Orlicz-Pettis theorem, a theorem of Bessaga and Pelczynski; see Diestel 
and Uhl [3, p. 223. 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid on any Banach space. This follows 
from the remark after Proposition 3.2 and the fact that the result of Greiner 
er al. mentioned there holds on arbitrary Banach spaces. The same is true 
for Theorem 3.4, which is based on Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. This, together 
with the argument in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.3, yields that 
for a weakly LP-stable semigroup on a Banach space 
S”6 -6, 
where S, is the uniform spectral bound of the semigroup, as introduced in 
Voigt [14], and 6 is the quantity introduced in Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 4.2, to my knowledge, cannot be generalized to spaces other 
than Hilbert. The same applies to Theorem 4.3, which is based on 
Theorem 4.2. I cannot even prove that a weakly LP-stable semigroup on a 
Banach space is uniformly bounded, except in the trivial case p = co. 
Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 remain valid on any Banach space. Proposi- 
tion 5.2, which is based on Proposition 2.2, holds on spaces which contain 
no copy of cO. 
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